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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

Sweetgreen, a ten-year-old fast casual salad chain, sits pretty atop the 2016 
emerging restaurant brands rankings.1 What started as one locally sourced store 

founded by three Georgetown seniors has grown into a 64-store empire, and 
the company’s expansion continues in earnest. One of the largest hurdles to 

successful scaling is quality assurance and brand loyalty, which proves especially 
difficult for an organization that sets itself apart from competition with a mission 
to “source local and organic ingredients from farmers we know and partners we 
trust, support communities and create meaningful relationships”2 - all of which 
require equity and time to establish. Sweetgreen has strategically employed 
multiple external communications platforms to demonstrate said values to its 

growing consumer base, emoting a balance of social responsibility and lifestyle 
elevation that engages and entices a millenial audience.  Only time will tell if the 

company’s dynamic visual output will be rewarded with national brand loyalty 
and increased dividends, but they sure know how to sell more than just a salad… 

12016 Emerging Restaurant Brands Ranking, Fishbowl Restaurant Data Analytics
2Sweetgreen Company Mission Statement, http://www.sweetgreen.com/our-story/

INDUSTRY fast casual dining

PRODUCT “build-your-own”  salad and grain bowls made with locally sourced ingredients 

PRICEPOINT  $8-$12

OWNERSHIP privately held company founded in 2007 
Total Equity Funding of $128.6M in 8 Rounds from 11 Investors

LOCATION  64 stores in affluent, urban “foodie hubs” 

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS  1,700 employees, community partners, suppliers 

EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS consumer, neighborhood partners

CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHIC workday lunch crowd, 25-45 years old, quasi-health conscious 

 

background



FAST CASUAL (noun) 
a style of fast food involving healthier, fresher, and more varied dishes than traditional fast food, 
served in attractive surroundings. 

FARM-TO -TABLE (noun) 
a social movement which promotes serving local food at restaurants and school cafeterias, 
preferably through direct acquisition from the producer.

Sweetgreen sits at the intersection of these burgeoning gastronomic subsectors.  
While fast casual only holds 8% of the food service’s $780 billion annual 
sales, it is outperforming percentage growth over full service and fast food.1 
Sweetgreen originated as farm-to-table, with the founders stocking the first store 
with Dupont Farmer’s market produce and local dairy and protein purveyors. 
Restaurant Industry Forecast reported that 70% of fast casual consumers prefer 
locally sourced ingredients.2 These trends all speak well for Sweetgreen, and the 
company has done remarkably as an agile startup. Fast Casual and Farm-to-Table 
is difficult to maintain with location expansion, as building supply chains with 
local farmers in new cities is a far more arduous process than traditional distance 
supply chains.

 

 fast casual and farm-to-tableindustry spotlight

1“How The Fast Casual Segment Is Gaining Market Share In The Restaurant Industry.” Forbes Magazine, 23 June 2014.
2Restaurant Industry Forecast 2014, www.restaurant.org/Downloads/PDFs/News-Research/research/RestaurantIndustryForecast2014.pdf

Sweetgreen currently operates 64 stores, focusing on urban hubs like NYC, 
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco. The company has grown RAPIDLY, opening 

20 new stores in 2016, with no intention on stopping. They face an expansion 
challenge, hoping to successfully scale while maintaining their core values. 
In 2016 Sweetgreen demonstrated two important streamlining measures: 

eliminating frozen yogurt from the menu and discontinuing the production of 
their annual Sweetlife Music Festival. Both actions may be attributed to a focus 

on nimble expansion, cutting the costly equipment of a “fad” dessert and a 
successful but time-intensive and hyper-local event. By eliminating these assets, 

Sweetgreen can focus on prolific expansion, establishing local roots in each 
market region. Sweetgreen hopes social media will help sell their sleek-yet-

wholesome aesthetic and set them apart from national and local competitors.

 

scale with mission intactkey challenge



Sweetgreen does not buy traditional advertising: they promote through social media and partner-
ships. As the founders began the company at 22, they were adept at social media inclusion, and 
adopted each platform as they became available. This analysis reviews the following platforms:

                            Facebook                                         Instagram                                                 Youtube

                          Pinterest     Twitter            Email

While six platforms were reviewed for a holistic assessment, the analysis focuses primarily  on 
Facebook and Instagram. Facebook is Sweetgreen’s oldest social media platform, and generally  

dominates the social media field.1 Instagram appeals best to the organization’s demographic, and 
has increasingly become the platform of choice for business interaction strategy (averaging 60k 

more interactions per post that any other social media platform).2

 
Where does Sweetgreen socialize online?social media  

platforms 

1 Paul, Fredric. “Why Facebook Will Rule Social Media Forever.” CIO. CIO, 24 Sept. 2013. Web.
2“Global Social Media Statistics Summary 2017.” Smart Insights.  07 Feb 2017.

Most Followers: Instagram // Most Posts: Twitter

Public data shows Instagram as Sweetgreen’s strongest social media platform, followed by Facebook 
and Twitter; subscription emails and Youtube follower data is not publically available. Compartively, 

Sweetgreen posts are dominated by the 140-word Twitter platform, though the overwhelming 
majority of Twitter posts are retweets or DM acknowledgements. Again, public numbers are not 
available for Facebook posts or emails, though I recieved 8 emails and coded 22 Facebook posts 
during the analysis period of January 5 through April 8, 2017. Coding was recorded for the main 

Sweetgreen Facebook page, though it’s important to note that each store has its own page.

 
followers and posts per platformthe sweetgreen 

following 



Data was gathered February 15 - April 8, 2017 for Instagram and January 5-April 8, 2017 for Facebook. 
The google form can be found below. Notes were also taken on commenting and average likes.

 
for facebook and instagram analysiscoding  

questions 

FREQUENCY 53 posts over 52 days           SHOT All stills, no videos
Enough to keep users engaged without overwhelming them    Great for the millenial attention span 

REFERENCES Food and Purpose         LOCALE Geotags VIP for expanding brand
 Food wins out- selling the product first!                      DC, NYC, BOSTON, and LA win out, but posts are vigilent in spreading the love

VISUAL  Food and Store                           TEXTUAL Include community and partnerships
Foodporn and sylish architecture attract views        Texts allows for various engagements: sales, openings, customer stories, etc.

 
With the largest amount of followers, Sweetgreen focuses its 
social media efforts on Instagram to geotag sleek attractive 

imagery that play to product and mission. 
instagram 

data 



Sweetgreen posts to Instagram multiple times per day, averaging 1k likes and 20 comments per 
image. Though the social media team runs out of NYC, the majority of posts are geotagged, subtly 

selling location expansion. Prolific hashtags align images with company values like #authentic, 
#healthyliving, and #eatlocal. The imagery is sleek and professional, crediting but never 

“regramming” customer images. The platform is output-centric, focused on three main sectors:
      

 
Foodporn, a glamorized presentation of

              product that treats food as art, is easy on 
the eye and prime for reposting. High quality 
visuals encourage groundswell participation.
Sweetgreen prefers the “birds eye view” POV, 

using the opportunity to spotlight menu items.
                

Partnerships align brand with community  
organizations while promoting an elevated 

look. Corporate partners like Goop, Soulcycle,
and Bon Apetit offer giveaways, while public 

partners with schools and farms promote 
company ethos and preach farm-to-table tenets.

Store architecture and employee shots play to 
 the fast casual “attractive” look and personalize  

the brand. Architectural visuals differentiate from 
market competitors, and often feature the iconic

neon seasons wall art. Employee spotlights  
promote company culture and personal stories.

 
foodporn / partnerships / storeinstagram 

trends 

FREQUENCY 22 posts over 80 days           SHOT Mostly still, some videos
Spread out over time, though posts often include multiple photos   Videos promote events and community programming

REFERENCES Food and Purpose         LOCALE Geotags seldom used
Food wins out- selling the product first!                         locations tagged on 22% of posts, mainly photo albums  
        

VISUAL  Product Wins Out                   TEXTUAL Events and Partnerships
Focus on product, but platform offers in depth engagement                  Texts allows for various events: corporate alignment, social good preaching

 
Although Sweetgreen posts less often to Facebook than 
Instagram or Twitter, the platform affords its users more 

indepth conversation through albums and videos.
facebook 

data 



This research evaluated the main Sweetgreen page, though each location has its own page, 
indicating company interest in utilizing social to scale success. A less active following (averaging 60 
likes and 20 comments) supports a presumption that Sweetgreen keeps up Facebook appearances 
(responding to comments on new menu items and stores and direct messaging negative 
comments) but focuses impact on the geotagged and partnership friendly Instagram. Facebook is 
primarily used for event invitations and photo albums that demonstrate company culture.

                  comments on         private response
 

                  menu/location      to negative comment    
      

      

           CA dairy supplier- album                                NY store opening- invitation                         company retreat-  album

 
culture / community / eventsfacebook 

trends 

EMAIL 8 emails since January 6                PINTEREST 4 boards, 170 pins
Subscription based, advertises seasonal menu changes and explains             Music fest and SG quotes, but low follower numbers compel 

                  
minimal use- SG forges more interactive engagement elsewhere “A Day Without Immigrants” Initative 

   

YOUTUBE 37 videos, last upload 1 year ago       TWITTER customer service and quotes
Largely focused on music fest spotlights, with a few “behind-the-scenes”          Most social media posts of all platforms, but reserved for answering customer
looks on partnerships. Time and labor intensive media.                                              questions, reusing instagram/facebook content, and tweeting inspiring quotes. 

 
Email, Twitter, Youtube, Pinterestadditional platform 

reviews 



During this research period, I reached out to Sweetgreen on three separate occasions using 
three separate communication channels. I first commented on a Facebook photo that referenced 
community partnerships, asking if Sweetgreen had any upcoming community events- which was 
not responded to. Sweetgreen does not traditionally respond to comments except those inquiring 

about new locations or menu items. I then Facebook messaged the company (see below), and 
got a response within 30 minutes, asking to followup via email. I finally emailed my questions, 

and received a cordial response about a week later. The brand uses social media in an interesting 
invitational lens- imploring FOMO or “you should be here” aesthetic through giveaways, store 

opening parties and high fashion brand alignment. I do believe there is an opportunity to 
have a more engaged conversation with consumers online, but I also recognize Sweetgreen’s 

prioritization of live interaction - community partnerships and music festivals - over digital. 
Company expansion may also take priority over individual reponse at this time.

 

 
reflections on personal contactaudience

engaged? 

MULTICOMMUNICATION PRESENCE 
Recognizing the multiple channels of possible feedback for the modern user, presence theory 
offers four discrete options for audience and engager- Competitive (enticing attention), Budgeted 
(balancing attention), Entitled (demanding attention), and Invitational (open attention). 
Sweetgreen effectively employs competitive and invitational presence in their visuals and text. 
They never demand or push, but rather invite audience through use of questions, colloquialisms, 
new menu spotlights, and partner giveaways. Their voice is calm and cool, purporting confidence.  

ROGERS’ DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION THEORY
Rogers’ theory seeks to explain how, why, and at what rate new ideas and technologies are 
adopted, arguing that diffusion dissiminates innovation through communication over time 
among participants in a social system. Participants are tagged by time and power (innovators, 
early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggers.) Sweetgreen positions its social media to 
promote early adoption of new stores and seasonal menu items, hoping to command groundswell 
viral advertising. Sweetgreen also rides the wave of concurrent diffusion streams by partnering 
with corporate brands to cross promote product. Seasonal menu cycles allow users repeated 
opportunity to be an early adopter by trying the next new salad, and Sweetgreen markets this 
opportunity as farm-to-table healthy eating. 

MEDIA RICHNESS
Sweetgreen’s original success was built on media richness, a communication medium’s ability 
to reproduce the information sent over it. Social media attempts to reconcile the verbal and 
social cues of face-to-face interaction. As a small chain, Sweetgreen set itself apart using direct 
engagement with local farmers, live music festivals, and a loyal customer base. As they expand 
the chain, their external communication platforms attempt to extend media richness through 
storytelling that elevates company values and community engagement (personal customer 
stories, touring produce partner farms, spotlights on employees, photos from retreats). Whether 
Sweetgreen has succeed in this endeavor will be a key determinant in their holistic growth viability.

 
communication frameworks in practicetheoretical

implications 



 Sweetgreen has been forcast as an emerging brand leader in the fast casual, farm-to-table 
space, but as their table gets bigger and their farms spread farther apart, how does the company 

maintain its original localized magic? Social media provides nimble, agile, and galvanizing 
marketing opportunity, when used correctly. It helps to start with a great product, one well 

affiliated with positive connotations- Sweetgreen’s food ethos and philanthropy, as well as their 
great tasting salads, do just that. Developing an organizational voice relevant to the company and 

its target audience substantiates authenticity and improves media richness, and Sweetgreen’s 
platforms position the brand as a casual and hip friend, happy to share what the company, 
company partners, and other customers are doing within the healthy food/life ecosystem. 

Sweetgreen understands its “voice of customer” and utilizes private channels to address sticky 
questions and painpoints, leaving the public forums clean and polished. 

 Sweetgreen tends to avoid conflict, though they value transparency as it pertains to company 
culture aligned issues (ie explaining the elimination of certain unsustainable/unhealthy 

ingredients and why they participated in “A Day Without Immigrants”).  Sweetgreen knows 
how to leverage its strengths: selling their values, experiences, architecture, and product in 

attractive visuals. These pretty images make for easy sharing and reposting. As the organization 
continues to expand, it behooves them to strengthen response to users across platforms, given 
their commitment to the customer relationship. Current social media trends show a dominance 
of product placement, but as roots are sewn in new communities, social media should serve to 
document the educational and nonprofit relationships that are so integral to company ethos. 
Finally, Sweetgreen does not use its social media to engage directly with sustainability issues, 

though it is a company that values sustainable thinking. Social activism may be risky, but 
activating the brand voice for environmental good will serve Sweetgreen well. 

 It is too early to tell if Sweetgreen will succeed on a national scale while keeping its 
local engagement values intact, but their use of transmedia across external communication 

technologies sells their dynamic culture in true-to-brand ways.

 
Is Sweetgreen succeeding?final thoughts 

 


